German Rainbow Golfers CHARITY CUP 2019
9 hole charity tournament for the benefit of the LSVD project
"Strengths together" on 6 October 2019 at AROSA, Scharmützelsee.
Tee-off from 11:00 a.m., Tee 1 Arnold Palmer course in groups of 4.
Desired flights will be considered. See lists on the notice board

Announcement
Type of
tournament:

A 2 ball scramble according to Stableford is played over 9 holes
according to the DGV default system, not handicap qualifying. The
two course handicaps of the players are added and then halved. This
results in a common default for each team of two.

Scramble:

The game is played in teams of two. Each team plays two balls from
the tee. The better ball may be selected and both players play one
ball each from the spot. The second player places his ball one
scorecard width in the place of the ball played. This repeats itself
until a ball is holed.

Rules:

It will be played according to the official golf rules of the DGV and
the course rules of the local golf club. These can be inspected at the
secretary's office during the day. Use of golf carts etc. vehicles are
only allowed after prior approval by the tournament management.
The use of optical/electronic distance measuring devices is
permitted..

Extra rule:

The total score may be "tuned" when returning the score cards. I.e.
with an appropriate donation the net points can be upgraded. The
simple principle "the higher the donation, the higher the revaluation"
decides. I.e..: For example, for 10 teams, the team with the highest
donation will receive a 20% bonus, the team with the second
highest donation will receive an 18% bonus, etc. (exact distribution
see attachment).

Eligible for start:

All persons are eligible to start if they can prove that they have at
least golf hcp - 54 and are members of a club of the DGV/ EGA.
A maximum of 36 entries (pairs) will be considered. If more entries
are received, a waiting list will be kept according to the date of
entry.

valuation:

Net score. The 3 best net results receive non-cash prizes.
If both players are not present at the award ceremony, the prizes go
to the next placed pair.
If the results are the same, the prizes will be awarded according to
the regulations of the DGV until a decision has been made. In net
terms, this will be done according to the rules of the DGV. If this
does not result in a score, the decision will be made by lot.
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Entry fee:

The entry fee for this tournament will be charged together with the
entry fee for the 15th GRO and is 100,00 EUR.

Entries:

The registrations are made together with the 15th GRO registration.

Starting time:

Time start 11:00 a.m. according to the start list.

Tournament
management:

Award ceremony:

Will be announced on the day of the tournament. Until the 1st start
the tournament management reserves the right to change the
announcement..
Immediately after the end of the tournament

Attachment to the call for entries Charity Cup 2019
highest donation
2nd highest donation
3rd highest donation
4th highest donation
5th highest donation
6th highest donation
7th highest donation
8th highest donation
9th highest donation
10th highest donation

20% bonus
18% bonus
16% bonus
14% bonus
12% bonus
10% bonus
8% bonus
6% bonus
4% bonus
2% bonus

For example, several teams share the 4th + 5th rank. Both rankings receive a bonus of
13%.
For example, if several teams share the 6th, 7th and 8th rank, all three placings each
receive a bonus of 8%.
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